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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present an econometric model to determine whether an SME (Small and Medium Sized Enterprise)’s probability of outsourcing depends on their levels of innovation and information and communication technology use. The predictions of the econometric model are tested by means of a LOGIT model using a cross section sample of an Argentinean SME for the year 2006. The model predicts that the level of innovation of an SME will significantly influence its probability of outsourcing. Besides, it stresses the negative incidence of the information and communication technologies (ICT) access on the outsourcing decision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although outsourcing is hardly a new idea in management, the volume, extent and character of outsourcing have been changing rapidly. During the last years, a large number of firms are decentralizing their operations by retaining core competences (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) and obtaining additional needs from the market.

Outsourcing is not a new task. Since the 1980s, many of the trends and pressures in outsourcing have been experienced, although some of them have changed. Nowadays, there are two different features from that period: there is no ‘hiding place’ or geographical boundaries for this task settled in almost every country, with a few exceptions. Furthermore, the potential impact on the economic performance is probably greater than in the past.
“We live in an age of outsourcing. Some firms have gone so far as to become “virtual” manufacturers, owning designs for many products but making almost nothing themselves (Grossman and Helpman, 2005)”. According to Grossman and Helpman (2005) outsourcing means more than just the purchase of raw materials and standardized intermediate goods. It means finding a partner with which the firm can establish a bilateral relationship and having the partner undertake relationship-specific investments so that it becomes able to produce goods and services that fit the firm’s particular needs.

Small and Medium Enterprises play a significant role in developing economies by generating new employment opportunities and making significant contributions to the national / global economy. However, the sector confronts some obstacles. Nowadays, the digital economy and dominance of regional and global supply chain system prevail, and many SMEs facing traditional hardships of finance and procedural delays are lagging behind due to obsolete technology and production process, information asymmetry and lack of knowledge management capacity. Many SME face limited growth as a result of their owners’ lack of experience in some functional areas of the firm. This phenomenon leads to an inefficient management of these areas. Outsourcing is an alternative solution to this problem that leads not only to cost reductions but also to SME growth. The contractor firm can focused on its core competences.

The challenges are not merely simple ‘make or buy’ decisions, but also responses to what some have declared as the new round of globalization in which not only typical manufacturing jobs are being sent offshore, but also upscale tasks, such as research projects, technical service support functions, engineering and even financial analysis are being placed in so-called developing countries. “Outsourcing is now high on the list of the things that many savants believe well-run organizations must consider, so that it is now as much a management fad as a reasoned decision, offering important augmentation to the current organizational design, or even giving rise to new enterprise designs (Jenster et al, 2005)”.

Outsourcing has been growing in many industries throughout the world. The technological revolution that has taken place in last decades has allowed for a significant drop in the costs associated with finding information, transport communication and business coordination, lowering the transaction costs and increasing the possibilities for outsourcing (Díaz Mora, 2005; Díaz Mora and Gandoy Juste, 2008). It has also been argued that new information, production and managerial technologies create opportunities for the introduction of new forms of organizing production, as inter-firm collaboration and networks, in which the sub-contracting firm has a major role to play.


By deepening on the outsourcing determinants, we establish which the main limitations an SME could find to develop this strategy are. There are limited studies on outsourcing in SME. One of the contributions of this paper is leading with the idea that
ICT tools are different in nature and, therefore, they may have a different effect on the propensity to outsource.

First, this paper analyses small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) outsourcing decision with special emphasis on innovation and ICT diffusion. The paper presents reasons behind subcontracting practices as well as recent trends, opportunities, benefits and problems for SMEs derived from their subcontracting activities. By deepening on the outsourcing determinants, we establish which the main limitations an SME could find to develop this strategy are. Besides, we estimate a logistic model to provide some empirical evidence of the explanatory factors of SME outsourcing decisions based on an SME sample from Bahía Blanca, Argentina. We emphasize on the level of innovation and ICT endowments as the main explanatory factors of outsourcing.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Outsourcing refers to the delegation of certain functions to providers outside the enterprise, basically through the hiving-off of non-core activities and functions for the enterprise (usually functions that can be treated as a commodity). The search for an external provider is largely based on costs, provided a minimum level of quality is obtained.

According to UNIDO, subcontracting can be defined as an economic relationship where one entity (the main contractor) requests another independent entity (the subcontractor) to undertake the production of parts, components, sub-assemblies or the provision of additional services that are necessary for the completion of the main contractor's final product, always in accordance with the main contractor's specifications (UNIDO, 2003).

The OECD defines subcontracting as a situation when one enterprise (the contractor), contracts another enterprise (the subcontractor), for a given production cycle, one or more aspects of product design, processing or manufacture, construction, maintenance work or services, where this output is generally incorporated into the contractor's final products. The subcontractor must adhere strictly to the contractor's technical and/or commercial specifications for the products or services in question (OECD, 2005).

There are different explanations for the outsourcing strategy. Most of them are that outsourcing is a response to unpredictable variations in demand (Abraham and Taylor, 1996), an opportunity to take advantage of the specialized knowledge of suppliers (Abraham and Taylor, 1996), and a method to save on labor costs (Abraham and Taylor, 1996; Diaz-Mora, 2005; and Girma and Gorg, 2004). In this paper, we examine the first two explanations and complete the theoretical framework of subcontracting with two approaches. The first is the transaction cost approach. On the basis of the assumptions on bounded rationality and opportunism in human behavior, the transaction cost approach characterizes transactional environment by introducing uncertainty, frequency in transactions, and relation-specific assets (Williamson, 1981, 1982). Taking these characteristics into consideration, a firm decides whether to internalize certain transactions or not.
In light of the transaction cost theory, decreasing costs of search, evaluation and monitoring of suppliers should lead to a shift away from firms and toward markets as a form of organizing economic activity (Coase 1937, and Williamson, 1985). Outsourcing occurs under conditions of low asset specificity, low uncertainty and a low frequency of transactions (Mol, 2005). Subcontracting arrangements can be interpreted as one of the devices to save transaction costs.

The second approach comes from the analysis of the capabilities of the firm. The knowledge-based (Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992) and resource-based (Barney, 1999; Quinn, 2000) explanations of outsourcing suggest that a firm will outsource those activities in which it is not particularly specialized or that are ‘non-core’ because the firm is less capable of performing those activities. In particular, we focus on the role played by innovation activities and information and communication technologies.

Dobrzykowski et al (2010) develop a case analysis where a firm’s successful sourcing decisions can be explained by resource based view (RBV) and value co-creation theories. RBV is shown to provide an internal view of the firm considering its core competencies, while value co-creation illuminates the external perspective considering the role of customers when making sourcing decisions.

Juntunen et al (2010) analyze the trade-off between lower cost and good service level. They find that, in the short run, trade-off does not exist, but there may be a propensity to trade-off in the long run.

Souza and Bacic (2000) analyze the different aspects that must be considered in the decision to outsource in a multidisciplinary manner. In particular, the authors focus on the possible causes of outsourcing programmes’ failure, such as “the herd effect” (outsourcing is in fashion for many managers), lack of knowledge of the relevant variables of the decision model “to produce or to buy”, the manager’s lack of attention to some strategic aspects such as the future of some variables (fixed costs of the future structure, and productive capacity, among others), or the qualification of the employees (level of education or training).

2.1. Outsourcing and Innovation

There is no conceptual agreement on the relationship between innovation and outsourcing. In R&D intensive industries, scale advantages are usually sufficient to allow for more vertical integration. Furthermore, innovative activities may be hard to appropriate if they are not performed inside the firm. There can also be an increased risk of opportunism under these conditions, especially where the R&D concerned is of a proprietary rather than a generic nature (Williamson, 1985).

On the contrary, outsourcing levels should be on the rise in the context of R&D intensive firms, since there is an increasing inter-sector technological specialization and buyer–supplier relations have become more effective vehicles for exchanging technological know-how (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Dyer and Singh, 1998).

Industries increasingly use cooperative relations with outside suppliers to obtain technology in known but non core areas. This relational view perspective (Dyer and Singh, 1998) establishes that much of a firm’s innovation now occurs in conjunction with outside suppliers rather than inside the firm. Dyer and Nobeoka (2000) detail through their case study of Toyota how new technology is developed through dedicated
buyer–supplier relations. This new model of inter-organizational relations as a means to innovation is superseding traditional in-house development (Mol, 2005).

Mazzanti et al (2007) show that in the district-like context analyzed, the firms’ innovativeness correlates positively with the complexity of the outsourcing strategies, being innovative in Reggio Emilia requires the outsourcing of ancillary activities, in order to refocus on the business core.

Mol (2005) uses an Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to test the effect of R&D intensity and a set of control variables on the industry average level of outsourcing in a set of manufacturing industries in The Netherlands in the early 1990s. Mol (2005) suggests R&D intensity as a proxy for innovation since it is performed in order to generate innovations, particularly of the technological type. He argues that being R&D intensive has traditionally been seen as an impediment to outsourcing and shows that R&D intensity became a positive predictor for changes in outsourcing levels. However, to compensate for the loss of internal technological capabilities, firms increasingly rely on partnerships with outside suppliers that can act as an effective substitute to the internal generation of knowledge and innovation (Ding 2001; Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Hagedoorn, 1993).

Bartel et al (2009) study Spanish manufacturers from 1990 to 2002 and conclude that outsourcing does increase with technological change. According to Bartel et al (2009), the firm’s expectations with regard to technological change in its production process is a significant explanatory variable of the probability of outsourcing production. Firm’s investment in R&D or its patent registrations can be good proxies for technological change to the extent that R&D (or patenting) is used to adapt exogenous changes in the production technology to the specific requirements of the firm. Companies that invest in R&D expect innovation and technological change to be part of the business environment. They argue that spending on R&D is linked to outsourcing. Companies with positive percentage of R&D spending were more likely to outsource than those that did not choose to invest in R&D.

Görg and Hanley (2007) analyze empirically the link between international outsourcing and innovative activity at the level of the individual establishment. They find evidence for positive effects between outsourcing and innovation. However, they show that outsourcing increase innovation activity. It is easy to show presence of reverse causality – maybe more spending on innovation leads firms to sub-contracting. Because of the presence of endogeneity, we are not talking about causality between outsourcing and innovation but we analyze a relationship between them. This paper will analyze the reverse relation, how innovation affects the outsourcing decision.

2.2. Outsourcing and size

Firm size is included as an explanatory factor because it affects the scale at which a firm can produce internally if it chooses not to outsource. Scale economies are widely held to influence firms’ outsourcing decisions, particularly for functions that have relatively high fixed costs. This suggests that smaller firms should outsource more to take advantage of the scale provided by specialized vendors (Ono and Stanko, 2005). Small firms would be expected to be more likely to outsource because it may not be optimal for them to carry out all steps in the production process because of the costs of maintaining specialized equipment or skills in-house (Abraham and Taylor, 1996). As Abraham and Taylor (1996) suggest, the cost savings derived from outsourcing can be
obtained by two ways: first, exploiting the economies of scale in producing these specialized components or phases which are being contracted out (outsourcing for specialization) and, second, turning fixed costs in variable costs and gaining flexibility if there are frequent fluctuations in the product demand (outsourcing for capacity).

The specialization motive for outsourcing introduces firm size as a determinant of this strategy. There may be economies of scale in the production of specific inputs and, in this sense, size variable has to be considered to control for this scale economies effect. Since small and medium enterprises will have more difficulty reaping the minimum efficient scale, they will opt more intensively for outsourcing.

Large firms often take a different role in the supply chain, by primarily becoming an assembler and not a producer, and may therefore outsource more (Mol, 2005). Besides, large firms may have more bargaining power with suppliers, encouraging them to outsource. However, since we are going to analyze SME in this paper, this would not be the case since the largest firm is of a medium size.

2.3. Outsourcing and export activity

Having a superior set of internal capabilities, for instance, human resources, also makes it less likely that firms will outsource activities since they will want to fully exploit these internal strengths. Since the ability to export products is an indicator of company strength, more export intensive industries possess more internal capabilities and may therefore outsource less.

However, competition between firms stimulates outsourcing (Cachon and Harker, 2002). More export intensive industries will be faced with a more competitive environment and will therefore seek to outsource more. Relatively efficient firms seem to contract out for other reasons such as penetrating export markets and focusing on innovation (Bakhtiar, 2011).

McLaren (2000) supports the idea that open international markets lead to larger markets that promote matching between specialized suppliers and firms willing to externalize production. In this sense, the international market would increase outsourcing attractiveness.

Crisculo, Haskel, and Slaughter (2005) and Salomon and Shaver (2005) argue that this variable controls for the possibility that export-active firms may also be more R&D and innovation intensive (Görg and Hanley, 2010).

2.4 Outsourcing and ICT

We are not referring to the outsourcing of informatics services or ICT outsourcing. We want to study the influence of ICT use on the decision to outsource.

Much of this thought surrounds the ability of information to create closer relationships by enabling chain members to participate together in a variety of functional activities which in turn, enhances organizational performance and competitive advantage (Langfield-Smith and Smith, 2005; Zhang and Li, 2006).

ICT will introduce innovative ways of doing business, re-shaping firm boundaries and changing the constellations of value chains. The availability of powerful ICT at reasonable costs also increases the attractiveness of markets for intermediate goods and services (Malone et al., 1989 and Lucking-Reiley et al., 2001)
It has been argued that new information, production and managerial technologies are changing the balances of transition costs, creating opportunities (but also pressures) for the introduction of new forms of organizing production in which the sub-contracting firm has a major role to play (Wynarczyk, 2000). It is possible that the rapid changes in internet and communications technologies can lower the cost associated with seeking out suppliers and managing relationships with them.

Abramovsky and Griffith (2006) consider the impact that technology has over organizational form. They find that more ICT-intensive firms across firms within an industry purchase a greater amount of services in the market and they are more likely to purchase offshore than ICT-intensive firms.

Improvements in ICT usage have resulted in two-front benefits; (i) efficiency improvements, essentially driven by better information flows translating into better material management, which resulted into the implementation of technologies such as electronic data interchange (EDI) and (ii) effectiveness improvements, driven by better information flows which resulted into re-engineering of the entire supply chain.

Clemons (1993) and Malone et al (1987) suggest that a primary benefit of the electronic exchange of information between organizations is the reduction in transaction costs. Clemons et al (1993) argues that information technology has the ability to lower coordination cost without increasing the associated transactions risk, leading to more outsourcing and fewer vertically integrated firms.

A study from DIW Berlin (2008) found that across all sectors, intensive ICT users are more likely to change their organizational structure and to outsource non-core activities.

Finally, if we consider the existence of transaction costs from externalization, outsourcing is more likely in industries with less technological requirements (OMC, 2005). The more standardized a production activity is, the lower the management costs associated to production control and coordination. The probability of outsourcing increases with the standardization level of the production activity (in traditional manufacturing).

Similar to this argument, Benfratello (2009) discusses the assumption that ICT facilitates the transfer of knowledge outside firm boundaries, and therefore, reduces outsourcing. As Leamer and Storper (2001) and Leamer (2007) emphasize, the transfer of competences depends critically on an important distinction between routine codifiable tasks and non-routine. Non-routine tasks (such as ICT using tasks) are more based on experience and are dependent on creative skills. In this case, tacit knowledge plays a key role in production decisions and cannot be easily transferred by outsourcing.

3. DATA AND THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL

We use a sample of 103 SME from the city of Bahía Blanca, Buenos Aires, Argentina. The database corresponds to the year 2006 from interviews made in 2007. According to information from Bahía Blanca, in 2007 the city counted on 679 industrial firms, with 99% SME.

The sample was constructed considering the natural stratification based on production specialization of the total number of firms. It collects information on different characteristics of the firm: owner socio-cultural characteristics, firm structural...
characteristics (including relationships with suppliers, clients and between firms), and market and environment characteristics.

The classification of the firms by firm size responds to the number of employees. Alderete and Diez (2012) propose this classification based on the percentage frequency distribution of the firms classified by number of employees: Micro-firm (1 to 5 employees); Small 1 (6 to 10 employees), Small 2 (11 to 50 employees) and Medium (more than 50 employees). The 1985-1994 Argentinian Census used this classification: Micro-firms (fewer than 5 employees); Small (between 6 and 10 employees); Intermediate (between 11 and 50 employees) and Medium (More than 50 employees). Although this classification is not usually use in Argentine studies, it represents more properly this sample. Most of the firms are Small 2 (40.8%), followed by micro-firms (28.2%), Small 1 (25.2%) and Medium (5.8%) in order of importance. There are firms with different sizes, levels of productive specialization and; therefore, different degrees of complexity in terms of products and processes. Thus, there is not structural bias in the sample.

Next, we made a descriptive analysis of the firms considering some of the main explanatory variables from the literature. We analyze the relationship between each explanatory variable and the outsourcing conduct. Then, a logistic binary regression captures the significant explanatory variables of outsourcing conduct. Lastly, we elaborate some final considerations.

According to Table 1, 20.4% of the firms have outsourced some of their activities. Outsourcing of activities is on average low. Then, we want to know which industries outsource more.

Table 1: Outsourcing of any activities during the last 3 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Accum. %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The author.
Most of the firms (79.6%) have not outsourced any activity for the last three years. However, the most dynamic industries are Wood (42.9%), Clothing, textile and leather (37.5%) and Machinery, equipment and vehicles (37.5%) (Figure 1).

From Figure 2, we observe that outsourcing prevails in Small firms (26.2%). Besides, Medium firms have not outsourced for the last years.
Figure 2 Outsourcing

If we explore outsourcing activities (see Table 2), we can see that outsourcing parts of the manufacturing process is the most frequent (81% of outsourcing firms). Outsourcing of ICT services is only present in 3 cases. This result is linked to the relevant level of ICT access and use of the sample.

Table 2 Outsourcing activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outsourcing activities</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Column % (Base: N total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parts of manufacturing process</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial logistics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT services</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and accountability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICT access is pretty disseminated among the firms, 77.7% of SME access Internet and e-mail. Besides, 42% of SME have a website presence. Access to EDI or Electronic Data Interchange systems, Extranet and Intranet are still low (20.4%, 19.4% and 1.9% respectively). Hence, the more complex ICT is the lower the percentage of firms with ICT access. Most of the firms use Internet to contact suppliers and clients, and banking and financial services.

If we classified the firms according to the level of ICT access (Figure 3), we observe that the higher the level of ICT access, the higher the proportion of firms outsourcing any of their internal activities.
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Figure 3 Outsourcing and Non-outsourcing firms

Even though the proportion of SME that have outsourced any of their activities is low, we can observe that the higher the level of product innovation, the higher the proportion of firms that have outsourced their internal activities (see Table 3). This monotonic pattern of innovation does not apply to process and organization innovation.
Next, by means of a logistic regression model (logit), we will determine the simultaneous influence of a set of independent variables on the outsourcing conduct. We want to estimate which the explanatory factors of the probability to outsourcing are (see Descriptive Statistics in Table 1 from Appendix).

**Dependent variable:** outsourcing conduct; binary variable that takes value 1 if the firm has outsourced any internal activity and 0 otherwise.

The LOGIT model derives from a model of latent or unobservable variable. Let $y^*$ be the latent variable ‘outsourcing conduct’ that is determined by some independents observable variables through the following structural equation:

$$y^* = \beta_0 + x \beta + e, \quad y = 1[y^* > 0]$$

The relationship between the outsourcing conduct emerges through the following equation:

$$y = 1 \text{ if } y^* > 0$$
$$y = 0 \text{ if } y^* \leq 0$$

In this paper we supposed that the error term $e$ assumes a logistic distribution with $\text{Var } e = \pi^2/3$. Thus, the resulting LOGIT model equation is:

**Independent variables:**

**Firm size:** this variable represents mainly the number of employees.

Hypothesis: We suppose that the larger the firm, the higher the probability to outsource any internal activity.
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Export: a binary or dummy variable that takes value 1 if the firm has exported any percentage of the sales and 0 otherwise.

Hypothesis: We suppose that an exporter firm has a higher probability to outsource any internal activity.

Innovation: this variable represents mainly product and organizational innovations made during the last three years. Information comes directly from the survey that asks enterprises if they have made any product, process or organizational innovation. Innovation is represented by two variables: Product and Process Innovation (Ipp) and Organizational Innovation (Iorg) from a Categorical Principal Components Analysis CATPCA (see Table 2 and 3 from Appendix).

Hypothesis: We suppose that the more innovative the firm, the higher the probability to outsource any internal activity.

E Investment: a binary or dummy variable that takes value 1 if the firm has invested in machinery and equipment during the last years. Firms’ decision to invest in machinery and equipment might be a reasonable proxy for fixed costs and expectations with regard to technological change in its production process.

Hypothesis: We suppose that the more investments the firm makes, the higher the probability to outsource any internal activity.

ICT access: By means of a Categorical Principal Components Analysis (CATPCA), we identified a dimension or factor to represent the ICT access variable (see Table 4 and 5 from Appendix). This bundle represents some ICT access variables such as telephone/fax, e-mail, Internet, Intranet, Extranet, EDI.

Hypothesis: We suppose that the more access to ICT, the higher the probability to outsource any internal activity.

Firm Age: it represents the owners’ experience in some functional areas of the firm. Since it is linked to the firm size, we add it as a control variable.

Hypothesis: We suppose that the younger the firm, the less the probability to outsource any internal activity.

Industry: We group firms into 8 different industries: Food and Beverage; Clothing, textile and leather; Wood (including furniture); Paper, editorials and print; Chemistry, oil, carbon and plastic derivatives; Non-metallic minerals; Basic metals and products, and Machinery, equipment and vehicles.

4. RESULTS

We take into account the potential industry unobserved heterogeneity by adjusting standard errors for clustering. We estimate different models according to the innovation variable and ICT variable inclusion (see Table 4). Innovation appears to be a significant factor for outsourcing decision. Similar to many authors (Bartel et al, 2009; Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Dyer and Singh, 1998) the more innovative a firm is, the more likely to outsource the firm will be. Much of a firm’s innovation occurs in conjunction with outside suppliers (Dyer and Singh, 1998) to take advantage of the specialized knowledge of suppliers (Abraham and Taylor, 1996). This also confirms the Resource Based explanation of outsourcing (Barney, 1999; Quinn, 2000).
In model 1, we include Ipp (innovation in product and processes). Ipp is significant in this model, and increases the probability of outsourcing. Ipp loses significance once we include the organizational innovation variable (Iorg). Iorg is significant in all the models estimated, with a negative sign.

ICT access is strongly correlated with outsourcing activities. Contrary to many case studies (Abramovsky and Griffith, 2006; Lucking-Reiley et al., 2001; Wynarczyk, 2000), the less advanced in ICT access a company is, the more likely it is to outsource some of its business activities (see model 1 and 2 in Table 4). The intuition behind the negative effect of large ICT access on outsourcing decision is that the more frequently innovations in technology arrive, the less time the firm has to amortize the sunk costs associated with an obsolete technology. Outsourcing enables the firm to purchase from supplying firms that are using the latest technology and avoid the sunk costs of the latest ICT technology (Bartel et al, 2008).

Another reason for the negative relationship between ICT access and outsourcing comes from the complementarity between ICT capital and non-routine workers. As Leamer and Storper (2001) and Leamer (2007) emphasize, the transfer of competences depends critically on an important distinction between routine codifiable and non-routine tasks. The complementarity between ICT capital and workers performing non routine tasks increases the marginal productivity of non-routine inputs and therefore, their relative demand. This might make the standard offshoring option less attractive whenever this choice is driven by the abundance of routine workers.

Following the transaction cost theory, it might be argued that some of the components of ICT capital are characterized by high degrees of complexity and asset specificity and this in turn might make the outsourcing of part of the production process a less attractive option (Benfratello et al, 2009).

When using website or internet as ICT explanatory variables (see models 3 and 4 in Table 4), we do not observe a significant influence on the probability to outsource. This can be explained by the fact that Internet, mainly, is a basic information and communication technology whose access could not influence on the outsourcing conduct.

About the control variables, firm size is not significantly correlated with outsourcing activities. However, the positive sign between size and outsourcing follows Mol (2005) and is contrary to the negative relationship found in Ono and Stanko (2005) and Abraham and Taylor, (1996). Besides, as the export sign indicates the outsourcing activity appears to be influenced by export firms. Similar to Cachon and Harker (2002), more export intensive industries will be faced with a more competitive environment and will therefore seek to outsource more.

We do not find a significant impact of machinery and equipment investment on outsourcing activities in any model. Firm age is not a significant variable in Model 1, contrary to the rest of the models. The mean predicted probability of outsourcing is 0.18 based on 76 observations.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipp</td>
<td>1.2338**</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.0804</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.0131</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.071573</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iorg</td>
<td>-1.002*</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>-1.1108**</td>
<td>-2.20</td>
<td>-1.1543**</td>
<td>-2.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT access</td>
<td>-.7842*</td>
<td>-1.84*</td>
<td>-.7680*</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.99721</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.3269743</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>-.04516</td>
<td>-1.64</td>
<td>.0035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.00989</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>.0016347</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>2.5624**</td>
<td>2.13**</td>
<td>2.8945</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.9740</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>3.3111**</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Investment</td>
<td>-1.0008</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>-1.350</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>-96132</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-1.071534</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Age</td>
<td>.01392</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.0430**</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>.04118**</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>.03731**</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small1</td>
<td>-1.6315</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.5889</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.341337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small2</td>
<td>-1.5472</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.4961</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.206117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.1642</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.681***</td>
<td>-2.4018***</td>
<td>-2.129***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob &gt; F</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R2</td>
<td>0.2698</td>
<td>0.3347</td>
<td>0.3179</td>
<td>0.2970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The author. Results obtained after 5 iterations.

Next, we focused on some significant explanatory variables. To study the impact of each variable on the probability of outsourcing, we compute the predicted probability under two possible values of the independent maximum and minimum variables (Table 5). We want to analyze the variation in the predicted probability when the independent variable takes a maximum or minimum level, without specific values for the rest of the variables which are considered at their average levels.

Table 5 Innovation and ICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>0.3249</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
<td>0.3078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>0.0382</td>
<td>0.6605</td>
<td>-0.6223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The author.

We can observe that the difference in the probability of outsourcing between the maximum and minimum levels of the variables is higher with ICT (-0.6223) than with innovation (0.3078).
5. CONCLUSION

The decision to outsource is conditioned by a set of firms’ structural characteristics that leads firms with a better competitive position more likely to outsource.

In the econometric model described, the empirical results show that the more innovative in products and processes an SME is, the more likely to outsourcing a firm will be. Besides, organizational innovations lead SME to a lower probability of outsourcing.

One of the contributions of the paper is leading to the idea that ICT tools are different in nature and, therefore, they may have a different effect on the propensity to outsource. Contrary to many case studies, the less advanced in ICT endowments a company is, the more likely it is to outsource some of its business activities. The transaction costs theory can explain why a higher ICT access can reduce the outsourcing strategy.

This might happen because the SME avoids the sunk costs of the latest ICT technology by outsourcing. ICT investment are unlikely to promote outsourcing and, therefore, this transmission channel should not be a reason of concern for policy makers when designing public policies aimed at the diffusion of ICT.

However, it does not address the endogeneity problem of the ICT investment decision. Although the model includes many relevant variables, it does not analyze others mentioned in the literature of outsourcing, for instance, the structure of costs of the subcontractor firm (we lack information of unit labor costs). Besides, we omit the impacts of perceived benefits, perceived roadblocks, and perceived criticality on the attitudes towards outsourcing and social factors, such as trust. Some authors state the key role of trust for managing interfirm relationships, especially in their relationships with suppliers. However, the treatment of trust in the econometric model is still a challenge.

Even though the empirical model uses data from an emerging country city, results should be extend to the situation of SME from other countries. Although the size of the sample is appropriate for the statistical significance of the empirical model, we recognize that a larger one would be better. Moreover, it would be useful to analyze a panel data model. However, we must stress the difficulty in data analysis in developing countries. The inclusion of the ICT access variable is an important contribution to the analyses of SME outsourcing decision.
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**APPENDIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>18.18447</td>
<td>27.08257</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>.0679612</td>
<td>.25291</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation*</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>.4136928</td>
<td>.2735988</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E investment</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>.6052632</td>
<td>.4920419</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT access*</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>.702763</td>
<td>.2024193</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Author based on SPSS. * Variables obtained from CATPCA were indexed for the descriptive statistics.
**Innovation**

Table 2. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alfa</th>
<th>Variance accounted for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total (Eigenvalues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>1.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>1.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.901(a)</td>
<td>2.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Author based on SPSS. a Total Cronbach’s Alfa is based on the total Eigenvalues.

Table 3. Component Loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of process innovation</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>-.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of product innovation</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Organizational innovation</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Author based on SPSS. Variable Principal Normalization Used.

**ICT Access**

Table 4. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alfa</th>
<th>Variance accounted for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total (Eigenvalues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>2.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.283</td>
<td>1.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.840(a)</td>
<td>3.335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Author based on SPSS. a Total Cronbach’s Alfa is based on the total Eigenvalues.

Table 5. Components Loading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>.806</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intranet</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>-.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extranet</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>-.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI</td>
<td>.309</td>
<td>.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of connection</td>
<td>-.281</td>
<td>.712</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Author based on SPSS. Variable Principal Normalization Used.